
Scottish juvenile fiction writer, he
was part of a famous family of
printers and publishers. His rule 
was to write as far as possible from 
personal knowledge: he addressed
the young, as in The Coral Island 
(1857). Also an accomplished artist,
his water colours were exhibited
at the Royal Scottish Academy.



SECTION SUMMARY





R.M. BALLANTYNE
 1825: born in Edinburgh into a family of literature, he was

the son of newspaper editor and printer
Sandy Ballantyne, the nephew of James 
Ballantyne, the printer for Scotland’s
most famous literary author, Sir Walter 
Scott, who deeply influenced him.

 1841: he moved to “the wilds of Canada” and was six years
in the service of the Hudson’s Bay Company, the oldest 
commercial corporation in North America trading with 
the local Native Americans and trappers.

As a lecturer he would accompany his talks 
about Indian raids with exotic souvenirs from 
Canada (bows and arrows, animal skins, head-
dresses) and conclude by firing a blank rifle at 
a stuffed eagle suspended from the roof of the hall of his house!



R.M. BALLANTYNE
 1847: he returned to Scotland to find out that his father

was dead – the  news was devastating.

 1848: he published his first book Hudson's Bay: 
or, Life in the Wilds of North America. 

 1849-1855: he was employed in a publishing

house.

 1856: he gave up business for the profession of literature, 
and began the series of adventure stories 
for the young with which his name is
popularly associated. Book followed
book in regular succession.



R.M. BALLANTYNE
 1857: his first great work, The Coral Island, was published. 

Having made a tiny mistake in it (giving an incorrect

thickness of coconut shells!) he decided that his 

research for his books would be based on first-hand 

knowledge: in order to write about a lighthouseman

he first lived and worked as a lighthouseman, and later

as a detective, as a lifeboat crewman and not only!

 1866: he married Jane Grant and the couple had four sons and 
two daughters.

 1867: he published Fighting the Flames for which he served for 
a while as a London fireman while in 1868, for his great book 
Deep Down, he spent time with the tin miners of Cornwall.



R.M. BALLANTYNE
 1890: Ballantyne began to suffer vertigo and nausea, the onset 

of Ménière’s disease. He had increasing difficulty continuing 
his literary output.

 1893: accompanied by a daughter, he set out for Rome to enter 
a medical clinic. 

 1894: he died on 8th February and was buried in the Protestant 
Cemetery in Rome four months later.

Through public subscription in Britain 
a tombstone was erected; much of the 
purse was received as pennies and 
sixpences from schoolboys to whom 
Ballantyne’s annual Christmas offerings 
of adventure had given such pleasure.





BALLANTYNE’s VISION…
 Ballantyne felt that the old saying “boys will be boys” was not

correct: in his opinion boys must be trained since childhood
to be true men, not just left on their own:

“Boys [should be] inured from childhood to trifling risks and
slight dangers of every possible description, 
such as tumbling into ponds and off of trees, 
etc., in order to strengthen their nervous
system.... They ought to practise leaping off 
heights into deep water. They ought never to
hesitate to cross a stream over a narrow
unsafe plank for fear of a ducking. They
ought never to decline to climb up a tree, to
pull fruit merely because there is a possibility
of their falling off and breaking their necks…” 

(from The Gorilla Hunters)



… & INFLUENCE.
 He firmly believed that boys were intended to encounter all

kinds of risks, in order to prepare them to meet and grapple
with dangers – incident to man’s career – with cool, cautious
self-possession.

 One of the young men directly touched by 

Ballantyne  was Robert Louis Stevenson 

(1850–1894), so impressed with the story of 

The Coral Island that he would later base 

portions of his famous Treasure Island 

(1883) on themes found in Ballantyne, 

honouring him in the introduction to his 

book with a poem in which he called him

“Ballantyne the brave”





THE CORAL ISLAND (1857) 
 Three boys, Ralph “Rover”, the 

fifteen- year-old narrator, 
Jack Martin, eighteen, and 
Peterkin Gay, fourteen, are the 
sole survivors of a shipwreck on 
the coral reef of a large but
uninhabited Polynesian island.

 At first their life on the island is idyllic: fruit, fish
and wild pigs are plentiful, and using their only
possessions, a broken telescope, an ironbound
oar and a small axe, they fashion a shelter and 
even construct a small boat.



FIRST ENCOUNTERS…

 Their first contact with other people 
comes after several months: they
observe two large outrigger canoes
land on the beach. 

 Two groups are engaged in battle and 
the boys intervene to defeat the 
attacking party, earning the gratitude
of their chief, Tararo.

 The Polynesians leave and the boys are alone once more... 
though not for long!



… and then PIRATES!
 Pirates arrive in the sandalwood: the 

three boys conceal themselves in a 
hidden cave, but Ralph is captured
when he sets out to see if they have
left, and is taken
aboard the pirate
schooner. 

 On board the schooner Ralph strikes up an 
unexpected friendship with one of the 
pirates, “Bloody Bill”, and when they call 
at an island to trade for more wood he 
meets Tararo again. 



FREE AGAIN…

 On the island, Ralphe sees all facets
of island life including the popular
sport of surfing, as well as the 
practices of killing babies, rape, 
and cannibalism.

 Rising tension leads the inhabitants
to attack the pirates, leaving only Ralph alive and Bloody
Bill mortally wounded. However, they manage to make 
their escape in the schooner. Bill dies making a death-
bed repentance for his evil life.

 At that point Ralph manages to sail back to the Coral
Island to be reunited with his friends.



& a HAPPY ENDING.
 They sail to the island of 

Mango, where a missionary
has converted part of the population to Christianity. They
find themselves in the middle of a conflict between the 
converted and non-converted islanders.

 In attempting to intervene they are made
prisoners but are released a month later,
after the arrival of another missionary, 
and the conversion of the remaining
islanders. The false gods of Mango are 
consigned to the flames. 

 The boys then set sail for home, older and wiser. 



THE PROTAGONISTS
 The three protagonists are: 

1. Ralph Rover, the fifteen- year-old 
narrator,  described as a natural 
leader who manages to found a 
civilisation on the island; 

2. Jack Martin, a phlegmatic eighteen-year-old, 
the most knowledgeable of the three, both 
clever and brave; 

3. Peterkin Gay, fourteen, talkative and funny, 
a bundle of energy ready to lift the spirits of 
his friends with his sense of humour.



THEMES

 Ballantyne’s book is a classic Robinsonade the basic subject 
of which is popular and widespread: 

"castaway children assuming adult responsibilities 
without adult supervision",

 Thus the boys' forced sojourn on the island is both the
occasion and the means for their education: a spirit of 
rational inquiry distinguishes them and allows them to 
learn more than they forget.

 Other major themes the novel explores are the civilising
effect of Christianity and the importance of hierarchy 
and leadership.





GOLDING’s RESPONSE 

 William Golding’s 1954 novel, Lord of 

the Flies, was written as a response to 

this book, referenced, for instance, at

the end of the book, when the naval

officer says, 

“I know. Jolly good show. Like The Coral Island.” 

 Lord of the Flies is set during a wartime evacuation during

which a British plane crashes onto an isolated island. The 

only survivors are well-educated English boys below the 

age of 13. Among them two, in particular, emerge…



THE PROTAGONISTS 
«REVISITED» 

1. Ralph, who has “the directness of genuine 
leader-ship”, embodies good intentions in 
the implementation of reason. He tries to 
found a civilisation, but fails.

2. Jack Merridew, a natural leader with a choleric
personality, who embodies the worst aspects of 
human nature when unrepressed. 

While Ballantyne’s Ralph Rover and Jack Martin have a direct
counterpart in Lord of the Flies Peterkin Gay doesn’t:

 Piggy represents the rational adult world; 

 Simon embodies a kind of innate, spiritual human goodness.



TWO OPPOSING VISIONS
 In Ballantyne the conflict between civilization

and man in his savage state was represented by 
the opposition civilized (English) people vs pirates: 
the boys represent innocence, purity, goodness as
opposed to the savagery of pirates, who are ready
to lie, betray and even murder out of self-interest.

 In Golding the idea of the inherent evil 
within each human being stands as the moral 
conclusion and central problem of the novel: 
the boys – who SHOULD represent innocence, 
purity, goodness – drift towards the savagery of 
pirates, uncertain about the future, ready to lie, 
betray and even murder out of self-interest.



LEGACY
 Ballantyne was credited with the authorship of 74 volumes 

containing 62 separate stories; if we include his illustrated 
nursery stories and his handbooks he wrote over 90 books. 

 The heroes of his books are models of self-reliance and moral 
uprightness so during the Victorian Age his books enjoyed

wide popularity, especially with 
his juvenile audience: many were 
illustrated by himself, for he was 
a draftsman and water colourist
who frequently exhibited at the 
Royal Scottish Academy.

 All of Ballantyne’s stories were written from personal 
experience and he inspired, in one way or another, writers 
like R.L. Stevenson or J.M. Barrie, the creator of Peter Pan.


